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HISTORICAL.

The relation of the forest to many problems of vital interest to the

welfare and prosperity of the people is becoming more apparent. Until

comparatively recent times the far reaching influence of the forest has not

been seriously considered, but the gradual disappearance of our vast areas

of forest cover and the simultaneous appearance of certain phenomena

that are, in the popular mind, probably incorrectly in many cases, ascribed

to the cutting off of the forests, has stimulated interest and study along

these lines. European countries were the first to recognize the importance

of these questions and have conseciuently taken the lead in matters that

have to do with their study or solution. Our own vast forests, with their

seemingly inexhaustible supply of timber, have, until recently, blinded us

to the facts and lessons which other nations have begun to leam.

One of the far-reaching asi)ects of forest influence is its relation to

the ground water level. Influenced by public men, the press, private preju-

dices, etc., the public is divided on the question, the partisans of one side

asserting that forests have a beneficial effect upon the water level, the

others that they do not. Scientists are not agreed upon the subject, and

many observations and experiments have been made which give conflicting

results. The greatest faults have been that the areas under consideration

have been too large for careful study, preventing definite conclusions.

Really simple and trustworthy data in sufficiently comprehensive quantity

has not been secured. We have deemed it possible that .some definite con-

clusions might be reached by obtaining from a small area all statistics

and data available regarding the past and present water level, also the

forest, swamp, and drainage conditions. This paper has been undertaken

to show the effects of deforestation upon the water level in Montgomery

County, Indiana.
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Source and Disposition of Water.

Source.-—It is deemed advisable to consider first the geological condi-

tions which govern ground water. All terrestrial water is drawn primar-

ily from the ocean, trom whence it is taken by evaporation and carried by

winds to he deposited upon the surface of the ground, principally as rain

but partially as snow, mist, fog, or dew. There can be no other source of

ground water available to man in any portion of the globe, with the prob-

able exception of the special cases in which sea water penetrates through

the pores of the rocks for a considerable distance inland in coral and other

islands of a porous material.

EvajHUution.—The rainfall is dispdsed of in a variety of ways. A

great portion of it is returned to the atmo.sidiere in the form of vapor by

evaporation. This may be made to include the great amounts given off

by vegetation in transpiration. A small i)ortion of water is used in supply-

ing the organic needs of the plants. The proi>ortion that evaiwrates from

the surface of the soil varies greatly under different conditions. Winds,

a warm temperature, sunshine, etc., are very conducive to evaporation.

The character of the soil and soil covering also has a great influence upon

the amount of water returned to the air. a mulcli of any character reduc-

ing the same.

I{in\-t)ff.—Another jiortidu of the water which falls upon the earth is

known as run-off. This may be divided into two classes: surface run-off

and seei)age nni-off. That iiortion of the precipitation which flows over the

surface of the ground into .streams and rivers without gaining access to

the soil is known as surface or suixM-ficial run-off. P,y seepage run-off is

meant that portion of the rainfall which sinks into the earth but which

later rcaitjiears on lower levels as s])rings, seeps, etc.. and joins the surface

run-off. Another portion of the water is known as dtK'p-seepage, and this

sinks into the soil to such depths that it does not later reappear on the

drainage basin.

Underground Water.

The amount of water which enters the soil, rocks, and other materials,

varies greatly with the nature of the materials, the porous mediums ab-

sorbing the most water. The porosity of a soil or rock is determined by

the fractional part of it which is occui>ied by the open spaces.

In Drift.—Drift is a heterogenous mixture of clay, sand, gravel, and

boulders left by glaciers. It varies from very porous to impervious, ac
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cording to the relntive anioniits of sand and clay. Watei* is also found in

this in more or less tubular channels a few inches in diameter as well as

in the interstices between the particles. Sands and gravels are very por-

ous, the water sinking into beds of such material and the whole mass being

saturated with water below the water level. Clay is very impervious to

water.

In Rock.—Water found in the pores of roclis is given up readily only

vn the coarser rocks such as sandstones. The waters found in finer grained

recks are generally from joint, fault, or foliation planes. In limestone the

water occurs mainly in channels and caverns whicli have been dissolved

out or eroded by water. The amount of absorbtion also depends upon tlie

inclination of the pcjrous beds, the gently inclined ones absorbing more

than the steeper ones.

Water-tahle.—As the water passes down through the ground it soon

leaches a level at which the soil is completely saturated. The surface of

this saturated zone is kncnvn as the water level or water-table. Above

this plane the soil contains a large percentage of moisture which is a most

important factor of plant and animal life, but only the water beneath this

is generally included in the term underground water. The water-table in

general follows the contours of the overlying soil, but the angles and slopes

are much less abrupt than the surface of the land. The deittli of the

water-table below the surface of the ground varies greatly in different

localities. In regions of abundant rainfall it is generally within a few

feet of the surface, while in arid countries it may be hundreds of feet

below. Moreover, the water level of any locality is subject to changes

because of seasonal variations of rains and drouth. Underground water.

l>esides being drawn up as soil moisture by caijillarity, also creeps later-

ally, its direction and I'apldity of flowing depending upon the porosity of

the soil and rock through which it i^asses.

Forests and Water Level.

Regarding the effects of forests upon water level, it is evident from the

above considerations that any factors which tend to increase the condi-

tions that make it possible for a larger per cent, of the precipitated water

to enter the soil, will aid in raising the water level of the region on which

the rainfall occurs, and any agent which tends to increase evaporation,

surface run-off, etc., will help to lower it. Let us now consider the im

portance of the forest as a factor in both of these conditions.
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Rainfall.

The water level of a region is necessarily affected by the amount of

precipitation which falls upon its soil. It cannot be said, however, that

forests have any great influence uix>n the rainfall of a country. This

question has long been debated but no conclusion, backed by convincing

proofs of sclentiflc exactness, has been reached. It is true that rainfall

iu most abundant wliere forests grow, but it is more reasonable to believe

that rainfall controls the density and distribution of the forests rather

than that forests are great factors in determining the amount of rainfall.

Precipitation talies place whenever the air is suddenly cooled below the

dew point. Forest air is cooler and contains a relatively greater amount

of moisture than air in the open, and for this reason it is fair to infer

that forests may have at least some effect in increasing local precipita-

tion. The trees also have a mechanical effect in retarding a vapor laden

wind, which condition may be conducive to the precipitation of moisture.

On the other hand, the following quotation from Blanford (3) shows the

opinion that meteorologists are adopting. "As a result of a long study of

rainfall in India, and i>erhaps no country affords greater advantages for

the purpose, I have become convinced that dynamic cooling, if not the

sole cause of rain, is at all events the only cause of any in)portance, and

that all the other causes so frequently appealed to in popular literature

on the subject, such as the intermingling of warm and cold air, contact

with cold mountain sloi)es, etc., are either inoperative or relatively insig-

nificant."

Many experiments and observations made in Europe and elsewhere

show an excess of rainfall in forested areas over that of open countries.

Some of these excesses were so small, however, that they might have been

due to errors in rain gauges and other extraneous conditions which affect

them. In Prussia the following records have been gathere<l from the ordi-

nary meteorological stations showing the excess of rainfall in forest sta-

tions over those in the oi)en regions.

Between sea level and 328 feet elevation, 1.25 per cent.

Between 328 and 556 feet elevation, 14.2 per cent.

Between 1.9'.)7 and 2,297 feet elevation, 19 per cent.

Between 2,297 and 2,025 feet elevation, 43 per cent.

These figures seem to show that forests have very little effect on rain-

fall in the plains, but that their influence becomes greater with increasing
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elevation. In studies made by Schubert (31) in Silesia a few years ago,

the experiments indicated that the rainfall varies with forest cover and

altitude as 529 + 0.78 p. + 0.57 a, that is, precipitation varies above a con-

stant amount by 0.7S unu. for each per cent, of the surface of the country

under forest cover and 0.57 mm. for each meter in altitude. It is further

stated that beyond about 50 per cent, of the total forest area, forest cover

seems to have little additional influence upon rainfall, so that in Silesia,

which has about GGO nun. rainfall and 29 per cent, forest cover, complete

deforestation would reduce tliis amount only 5 per cent., and 20- to 80 per

cent, additional forest cover would increase it but by 1 per cent. Schu-

bert (32) has also presented data for the provinces of West Prussia and

I'osen and tliis data corresponds closely with that compiled in Liberia and

Sweden. "Correlating these three series of data it may be stated gener-

ally that at altitudes under 500 meters an elevation of 100 meters increases

the rainfall by 8-12 per cent.—the higher figure for the drier region

—

while in a country averaging 15-25 per cent, forest an increase of 10 per

cent, in the forested area gives a corresponding increase of 1-2 per cent, in

rainfall." Near Nancy, France, observations were made for seven years

in two stations, one in a forest and the other in an almost woodless country.

The results were as follows:

Excess in Fwest.

February to April 7 per cent.

May to July 13 i>er cent.

August to October 23 per cent.

November to January 21 per cent.

Mean of year 16 per cent.

This shows an increase of 16 per cent, at the forest station. Even

this, however, cannot be taken as entirely conclusive proof because other

factors may have helloed to produce the difference. Willis L. Moore, Chief

of the U. S. Weather Bureau, says : "The records of precipitation of the

United States Weather Bureau do not show that there has been any ap-

preciable permanent decrease in the rainfall of any section of the United

States." It should be said of the statement of Moore's that this conclu-

sion was given in a paper prepared to prove that the removal of the for-

est* has not influenced the erosion of the surface of the ground or the
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water level of the streams. But his rejiort has been shown to be so fnl:

of glarluii iiiacourafie;- and misstatements that its conclusions are almost

wholly discredited by scientific men. (12), (29), and (3S.)

Other literature, much of which has contributed nothing new to the

subject, has been gone over and after considering all the facts it may be

safely said that the weight of evidence seems to show that forests do in-

crease precipitation, at least to a small extent.

Evaporation.

Under the best of conditions much of the precipitated water is lost

by evaporation. The proportion evaporated varies gi'eatly in different parts

of the world and under different conditions of season and soil. It de-

pends principally on the temperature, the wind, and the amount of moist-

ure alre:idy in the air. That the forest retards evaporation cannot be

denied. The shade which it affords the s<^)il and its relatively cooler tem-

perature in sununer retards evaporation to a great extent. The greater

amount of moisture in the atnios]>here of the forest is another factor which

reduces evaporation. Winds are checlved by the forest and their iKJwer

to take up moisture limited. The wind and sun in winter evaporate a

great portion of the snowfall. In the San Rernardiuo Muinitains, snow-

falls a foot in dejitli are fre(iuently evaiw)rate<l in two or three days with-

out even moistening tlie soil. The forest aids in reilucing this loss in so

far that it furnishes shade and checks the wind. K.xperinients in Ger

many have jimved that evaporation luider trees is altout one-half of that

In the open and show a sjiving of 21 per cent, of the precipitation by the

wood.s. The evaiKpration and saving by the forest were both greatest i'l

M;iy and June. It was also found that deciduous trees when in leaf re-

tarded evaporation more than the evergreens and that evaporation under

young trees was only 20 per cent, less than in the open. Following is

data from a series of investigations by Dr. Eberniayer and by Cierman in-

vestigators :
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EVAPORATION IN WOODS IN PER CENT. OF EVAPORATION IN THE OPEN.
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Tkanspiration.

Great amounts of water are returned to the air through evaporation

from leaves and stems of plants. This is known as transpiration. Careful

exjierimeuts and estimates have shown that plants differ widely as to the

amounts transpired and that conditions such as wind, the amount of

humidity, sunlight, etc., affect this to a great extent. An oak tree, with

seven hundred thousand leaves, will transpire one hundred and eighty

gallons of water per day. Von Hohnel estimates that a beech will trans-

pire about two thousand two hundred and fifty gallons of water in one

summer. Schleider believed that a forest transpired three times as

iiuich water as would be evaporated from a water surface equal in extent

to the territory covered by the forest. Schiibler considered it only one-

fourth as much, and Pfeff, who studied only one oak, found it to

vary from 0.87 to 1.50. Hartig believed the transpiration from a forest

loss than the evaporation from bare soil of equal extent. Schiibler found

that a forest transpired .OG as much as evaporated from bare soil and

from sod three to five times as much. Investigations by WoUny show

that agricultural crops and forms of low vegetation, such as weeds,

transpire greater amounts than do forests. Risler, after a long series of

experiments, concludes that forests take up less than one-half as much

\\ater from the soil as the average agricultural crop. Some investigators

claim that the ground water levd of a forest is lower than that in the

()l>en, and that this is caused by excessive transpiration. Others draw

opiK)site conclusions. On the wlmle, Jiowever, it may he said that the

forest, at least, transpires no more water than docs any other ordinary

form of vegetation.

Forests anu Run-ofp\

It is generally lielieved that forests are great regulators of run-off.

that is, that they Increase seepage run-off and decrease surface run-off.

This is true to such an extent that the government has recently made

provision for buying certain timber lands with the express pur^wse of

protecting the headwaters of several navigable streams.

Many factors enter into the question such as the slope of the ground,

the underlying rock, the amoimt and length of time of precipitation, etc.

The forest canopy intercepts the raindrops and extends the period of time

during which the rain reaches the ground. This gives the soil more

time in which to absorb the precipitation and thus lessens the surface
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run-off. All added advantage is also olitained m tliat the force of the

raiiidroiis is diiiiiiiislied and prevents the soil from becoiuiiig hard and

compact, thus reducini; its absorbtive pnwer. It must not be forgotten,

however, that the blanches of the trees catch from S-10 per cent, of the

rainfall, and this is, of course, immediately evaporated.

The character of the soil has much to do with the distriI)utiou of the

fallen water. Many experiments have been made concerning the con-

ductivity of certain soils, but as many of these have led to contradictory

results, no attempt will here be made to discuss them. It is fair to say,

however, that the forest soil is well adapted t(i alisorb a great deal of

water. The humus and litter of leaves, limbs, etc., serve to keep the

soil in a loose, spongy condition, which undoulitediy assures a great ab-

sorbing capacity. The great mass of roots also aids in this and facili

tates the passage of the water down through the soil. It may be true,

however, that after a long continued rain the forest soil will become so

saturated that the water will run off as freely as from bare soil. The

forest floor oft'ers niiny obstructions and obstacles to the water that is

not immediately absorbed as it runs over the surface of the ground.

These retard its passage and thus more is taken into the soil.

In the case of bare land, the water is gathered into little rivulets

which form larger and larger ones, which flow with constantly increasing

velocity with the result that very little water gets into the soil.

Forests also have a great power in conserving snow water. Mattoon

(21) in Northern Arizona has shown that the forest retains the snow

later in the spring than does the open parks. The snow melts more

slowly and more is taken into the earth. A layer of ice which kept

the water from entering the soil was formed above the soil and under

the snow in the park, while this was absent in the forest.

By retaining the rainfall the forest is a benefit in two ways. It tends

to prevent disastrous and destructive floods, and holds the water until

long after precipitation and gives it out slowly to streams, springs, etc.,

in times of drouth. Many, however, do not concede the regulating effect

of the forest and much discussion has arisen concerning the subject.

Professor Engler reports that at the Swiss Station experiments made for

three years show that the springs in times of drouth continued to give

out water for a longer period in a forested region than in au unforested

one. Buffault (4) discusses the evidence reported at the Navigation
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Cougress at Milan iu which Wolfschiitz of Briinu gave proof to show that

the efficacy of the forest in retarding water fails in times of long-continued

and extraordinary rain, and Honsell claims that the best wooded basins

of the Black Forest, Harz, Spessart, etc., contributed most of the water

of the floods of the Rhine in 18S2. Like experiences were reported from

Ihe watersheds of the Elbe in 1897, of the rivers Enns, Traun and Ybbs in

1899, and from the densely forested Riesenwald in Silesia in ISSS, 1897

and 1903. Wolfschiits, however, thinks that forests have a limited and

local influence in certain regions in reducing floods. Lauda, director of

the Austrian Ilydrographic Bureau, comes to the conclusion that weather

conditions preceding the nrecii)itatiou has a bearing on forest influences,

the forest ha^ ing the gi-eater i-etentive capacity after a drouth. Ponti,

an Italian engineer, asserts experiences of increased floods due to de-

forestation in Sardinia, Sicily, and Canipobasso, and of the watersheds of

Aflda and Matero. lie also finds favorable influences from forest planting

in several provinces. The Russian, Lokhtine, cites a long series of gen-

eral experiences and observations from parts of Europe and especially

from Russia which indicate injurious effects from deforestation. Other

instances were given which sliow that the water level is decreasing with

deforestation.

After considering these and much additional testimony on the subject,

one is justifietl in saying that forests do act as great regulators of rain-

fall but that their value in this resjiect is a relative one which is motlified

by many conditions.

F(U!i:sTS AM) W.\ii:r I>Evr',r,.

Let US now consider the rclatidu of forests and water level as shown

by observations and experiments.

Professor Biihler [see (7)1 found a much lower ground water level

imder forest growth than in the meadows. Ototsky in the steppes of

Russia, where a low rainfall prevails, came to the same conclusion as

Biihler. Ebermayer and Ilartman in Bavaria, however, found no differ-

ence between the ground water level of forest and field. Otoski states

that Wollny and King found the ground water level lowered by a forest

and that this caused its lowering in adjacent open soil. . In a bulletin

by A. Tolsky and E. Henry (10) it is shown that observations made inde-

pendently in France, near Nancy, and those made in the Russian Steppes
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in 1S'J5 and in the neigliborhood of St. retersl)nrt? in 18!»T and later,

all agree in the following, at least as far as Enrobe is cDneernod.

(a) AVater level is never higher nnder a forest cover than nnder

bare soil, (b) The surface of ground water is alwaj'S found farther

from the surface of the ground under a forest than outside of it, this

being true for both summer and winter, (c) Fluctuations in ground w;;ter

are smaller in forests than outside of them, (d) Water level is l;)wer

in old forests, (e) Depressions of water level is greater in dry dimites.

Wysotski, a Russian, finds that forests lower ground water level :i'.;d

also streams in summer time, hut that this effect is reduced in moun-

tainous regions. Buffault (4) in a paper gives the work of others. The

Russian, Lakhtine, gives the statement of Schreiner and Cjpehuid re-

garding conditions in Monroe County, Wisconsin, wliere in seveity yeais

the forest area was reduced from S3 per cent, to (lO per cent., and the

effect was noticeable in 1S87 in a striking manner by low river beds and

abandonment of mills. Results of a special commission on tJie Dnieper

and its tributaries show the deforesteil basin as retaining from 3-2(1 per

cent, less water than the forested liasins, in proporlion to the deforesta-

tion. In the Soma, a gradual decrease of the average water level has been

observed from 18SS in proportion to progressive deforestation. .Similarly

on the upper Bielaja at Oufa, where deforestation lias been going on from

1SS7-1900, the average water level lias decreased, while on the lower

Bielaja at Grouzdecka, where the forest cover has remained undisturbed,

the water level has remained practically the same. Like observations

are cited for the Volga basin. I']xperiences were also given by the depart-

ment of Aude in 1893. The main river rose fifteen feet. In the two

branches which passed through a country mostly deforested, great d:image

was done. In another branch which ran through a well forested reiiion,

little damage resulted. From these evidences, it is seen that although the

water level under a forest may be lower than in the surrounding land.

it is evident that deforestation causes a lowering of tlie ground water

which is very detrimental to the continued flow of springs, streams and

wells.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

We have discussed the general relationship which exists between for-

ests and water level. We shall now take up our own particular problem

and consider the effei-t which defnreslation has had in this county.
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^Iijiitgoiiiery County is located in the middle western part of the

State and contains 504 square miles, or 322,560 acres. Tlie surface is

somewhat diversified. The western and central part near the principal

streams is hilly and broken ; in the north central it is gently undulating,

and at the east and southeast fiat and level. The northern part of the

county is, in general, a prairie region, level or gently rolling. The dip

of the underlying rocks gives direction to the drainage, whii'h is gener-

ally a little west of southwest. The main stream is K(ji'k Kiver or

Sugar Creek, which enters south of the UDrtheast corner and traversing

the central area, i>asses out six miles north of the west corner of the

county. Its triltutaries from the north are Ulack and Lye creeks; from

the south, OtHeld, Walnut and Indian creeks. The southern and south-

eastern parts are drained by P.ig and IJttle Raccoon creeks and at the

southwest hy Coal Creek, which flows directly into Rock Kiver. (Jlaciers

liave left the bed rock of the county covered with a drift which reaches

in some places to a depth of 200 feet. In only a few places, mainly along

streams, does the bed rock ont( rop. Tlie average depth of tlie drift,

however, is very nuicb less than the figure given above.

( 'OLLECTION OF DATA.

In order to discuss this question intelligently, it is evident that one

must be fanuliar with not only the past and jiresent history of the

water level of the county, but also the past and present forest, swanq)

and drainage conditions. To obtain data, trips were made personally to

the principal towns in the county. Old residents were interviewed as

to the past condition, and well-drillers and digger.s were asked concern-

ing their observations as to tin' water level. Stress was laid particularly

on the history of old dug wells, because in these any fluctuations of

the water level of the region would be evident. Owners of old wells

were asked concerning the water level. From men well acquainted in the

difl'erent conmunuties visited, were obtained names of farmers w'ho

had or who would be most liable to have old dug wells on their farms.

Letters of explanation and lists of questions were then sent to these

men. These questions covered ])oints concerning \\at<'r level as exhibited

by wells, and forest an<l drainage conditions, imth ]iast and jtresent. They

were asked to return answers on blanks furnished. One hundred and

thirty-six letters were sent out and forty-two answers were received,

eight of which contributed Hojiiing to the solution of the problem.
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Past and Trksent ("ondition.s in tiik County.

Forests.—Early settlers in the county found a vast forest ; broken only

here and there by paths left by cyclones, and by marshy prairies. Their

way had to be cut with the axe, and, from the first, war was made on the

tree as an enemy to progress and civilization. Clearings were made and

regular logging bees were Iield where thousands and thousands of trees

\A'ere cut, rolled together, and bunied. Great amounts of timber were used

for cabins, fences, cortUiroy roads, etc. Practically the entire county was

covered with this virgin stand of timber. The northern part of the county

in the neighborhood of New Richmond, Linden, and Klrkpatrick borders

on a prairie country which extends northward up into Tippecanoe, but

even there the forests were in evidence. The soil over the greater portion

of the county was covered with leaves, underbrush and general litter, undei"

which was a thick layer of humus which acted as a reservoir for the rain-

fall of the region.

The needs of a growing poimlation and civilization has increased the

drain upon our once luxuriant forests until, today, little remains to remind

us of them. Only here and there are patches of woodland, and these are

so thin that they cannot be called forests at all. Fields, pastures and bar-

ren slopes have taken the place of our great stands of timber, and this

has done much to lessen the efficacy of the soil as a retainer of rainfall.

The following figures from the report of the statistician show the above

conditions in the county :

1S81 07,574 acres of timberland

1SS2 (12,983 acres of timl>erland

1883 (;0,390 acres of timberland

1884 09,451 acres of timberland

1885 46,508 acres of timberland

1886 44,183 acres of timberland

1900 7.184 acres of timberland

Inaccurate data is respoi:sible for the dlscrejiancies in the early re-

turns ; the later reports are more reliable.

Streams.—It is evident to any one who has given the matter the

slightest consideration that the flow of streams in the county is much

changed. The amount of water carried by the streams is probably no

less, but the flow is much more irregular, being greater than formerly in

times of rain and lower in times of drouth. This js very noticeable }n
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Sugar Creek. This stream was once much used us a means of transporta-

tion. In 1824 William Nicholson came from Maysville, Kentucky, to Craw-

fordsville in a keelboat of ten tons burden, which landed at the mouth of

Whitlock's Spring Branch. Trips were also made between Crawfordsville

and Terre Haute in flatboats. Only the liglitest of canoes can now do so.

Records also show that Sugar Creek has furnished the motive power for

at least nineteen mills situated along its course in ^lontgomery County.

Xot over three of these mills are imw in operation, and these have to de-

pend upon steam during most of the sunuuer months. It may be that

oilier factors, such as com]ietition. have helped to cause their abandonment.

No accurate information regarding the mixiniuin and minimum flow

of tlie stream in different seasons in iiast years can be obtained, but it is

tb.e prevailing opinion that floods are now higher and more frcniuent and

that the waters are lower diu'ing the sunuuer monlhs than formerly. The

smaller .streams of the county have also been affected. One stream near

New Market has been reported as being dry for half the year, whereas,

formerly it was never dry. A stream near Waveland under my own ob-

servation used to furnish fishing and swinuning i)ooIs fcir the boys during

the summer, but such sports are now rarely ])ossible in this stream. Nu-

merous other examples of the same nature can be cited.

This evidence proves that the water escai>es from the gi'ound In times

of rain faster than formerly. From this it is evident that less water is

held in the soil, thus causing a corresponding decrease in the water level

of the county.

t<l>rintjs.—The early settlers built their cabins where fresh water

was easily obtainable. Springs were found on almost any hillside and

wells were not thought of. Many springs in all parls of the county have

eiliier dried up or their water flow has been reduced. Several large

springs just southwest of Crawfordsville have disappeared. Many springs

have been reported as having failed or decreased in water flow in the

neighborhoods of Ladoga. New Market, Waynetown, Darlington and else-

wbere. all of which show a falling of the water level.

\\'(lis.—The letters sent out dealt with tbe water level of old dug

wells and the forest and drainage conditions in their vicinity. The data

received V\as not siuh that it furnished a very reliable basis for positive

conclusions aiul was only useful in connei-lion with (ttlier information

secured in a variety of ways. In some cases it must be remembered that
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ecological and geographical conditions would maintain the water level in

certain small areas irrespective of the changes in soil cover, however

important these might become. Many cases were cited by residents of

wells which have failed. Many old wells have been dug deeper in order

to keep up the flow of water. In many localities well diggers reported

as having to go deei>er for water than they formerly diil. The weight

of evidence shows that the falling of the water level is general in the

wells all over the county.

i^icdDips.—Many places in the cnnuty have been wet and swampy.

Natural ponds of greater or less extent were numerous, some of these

being ten acres in area. The water level was very near the surface in

these places. The region around Whitesville was especially very wet,

water even running into shallow post holes. Such places have now all

been drained and the ground water level much lowered.

Drainage.—A great amoimt of drainage has been done in the county.

The county surveyor reports about 200 county ditches, open and large

tile, with a probable average of t\vo miles in length, which makes a total

of 400 miles. The county is also well underdrained bj' many thousand

rods of private tile ditches under farm lands. Swamps, ponds, wet

fields, etc., have been drained and much of the water that sinks into the

soil is quickly carried by ditches to the nearest stream.

Wuter-lcrtl.—That the water level of the county his lowered certainly

needs no additional proof. Observant and intelligent men in all parts

of it have given their opinion that this is undoubtedly so. The lowering

has been greater in some places than in others. As reported by wells, the

lowering lias been 2-9 feet.

Causes of the Change.

Deforestation.—That deforestation has been a great factor in causing

a lowering of the water level can not be doubted. The cutting off of the

timber has increased evaixiration and surface run-off to such an extent

as to affect the water table. One man gives the following experience : A
well was dug on the farm and in ten years it went dry. During that

time, a large tract of timber was removed from the farm. Another well

was then dug with the same result in a few years, deforestation also

having proceeded during the time. The same occurrence also happened

again. Of course, it can not be asserted that deforestation was the

sole cause of the lowering.
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Drainaye.—Drainage is also responsible in a great measure for the

lower water level. The miles of tile and open clitclies, city storm sewers,

etc., carry a great part of the water to the streams as soon as it falls.

The water is thus carried away instead of being held to feed the wells,

springs, etc. Two instances have been given me in which wells went dry

after sloughs, lower than but near the well, had been drained.

Greater Aiiiouuts Used.—A growing population has increased the

drain upon the (uidergvouiid water sup[>ly. Water is put to more uses than

formerly and this, no doubt, has its effect upon the water level.

RELATIVE nI^()UTA^X'E OF ABOVE FACTORS.

It was liojK'd that it would be possible to sejiarate the effects of de-

forestation and drainage and deterndne just the iiart each had played,

but this can not be done in .Abmtgomery County. My own judgment, based

on field work and reported data, is that drainage has i)Iayed as great a

part ill the loweiing of tlie water h'vel as has deforestation.

The results of tliis study are not as definite as were at first expected,

lait it is bi'lieved that the rather tlKU-ougli study of such a typical county

in Indiana is well worth recording, and if is hojied that it may induce

others to nndei-take simihir surveys in various ]iarts of the State until

more definite data ai-e discovere*! upon which to base conclusions that, as

far as Indiana is concerned, will be sufficiently reliable for real scientific

work on the problem which depends upon these things.

This investigation was carried on in the Botanical Laboratory of Wa-

bash College under the direetiou of Prof. M. B. Thomas.
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